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We theoretically analyze the effectiveness of multiple-pulse laser alignment methods for
asymmetric-top molecules. As an example, we choose SO2 and investigate the alignment dynamics
induced by two different sequences, each consisting of four identical laser pulses. Each sequence
differs only in the time delay between the pulses. Equally spaced pulses matching the alignment
revival of the symmetrized SO2 rotor model are exploited in the first sequence. The pulse sepa-
rations in the second sequence are short compared to the rotation dynamics of the molecule and
monotonically increase the degree of alignment until the maximum alignment is reached. We point
out the significant differences between the alignment dynamics of SO2 treated as an asymmetric-
top and a symmetric-top rotor, respectively. We also explain why the fast sequence of laser pulses
creates considerably stronger one-dimensional molecular alignment for asymmetric-top molecules.
In addition, we show that multiple-pulse trains with elliptically polarized pulses do not enhance
one-dimensional alignment or create three-dimensional alignment.
PACS numbers: 37.10.Vz,42.50.Hz,42.50.Md,33.20.Sn
Molecular alignment techniques have become impor-
tant for controlling processes like photo-absorption [1, 2],
multiphoton ionization [3–5], high harmonic generation
(HHG) [6, 7], and molecular imaging [8–10]. Alignment
of molecules can be achieved with intense laser fields
making use of the quadratic Stark effect [11]. In gen-
eral it is true that more intense laser fields create higher
degrees of alignment. However, intense laser fields trig-
ger side effects, like multiphoton ionization and molecu-
lar defragmentation, that irreversibly damage molecules
[12–14]. For alignment purposes, ionization is an un-
wanted effect that multiple-pulse alignment techniques
try to prevent [15].
Laser alignment can be accomplished adiabatically or
impulsively [11]. In the former case, the laser pulse du-
ration is long compared to the rotational period of the
molecule τrot; in the latter case it is short compared
to τrot. For a given laser intensity, adiabatic alignment
leads to a higher degree of alignment than does impul-
sive alignment; however, enhancing alignment through
several consecutive, non-overlapping laser pulses is only
possible in the impulsive regime. Theoretical and ex-
perimental studies with up to three laser pulses, where
pulse separations, pulse intensities, and pulse shapes were
systematically varied, have been performed [16–18]. Re-
cently, field-free alignment of N2 was reported in an ex-
periment with eight identical, Fourier transform limited,
consecutive laser pulses [15]. All eight pulses were sep-
arated by the rotational period τrot = 1/(2B) [15, 19].
The degree of alignment achieved in Ref. [15] with eight
pulses is much greater than the alignment induced by a
single ionization-limited pulse.
∗Corresponding author.
Attempts to use a sequence of pulses to enhance align-
ment have so far been focused on linear or symmetric-
top molecules, which possess well-defined alignment re-
vivals separated by τrot. The irregular or incom-
mensurable spacings of the rotational energy levels for
asymmetric-top molecules prevent full rephasing of the
rotational wave packet [20] and, therefore, the appear-
ance of periodic alignment revivals. Experiments in-
volving asymmetric-top molecules with one-dimensional,
field-free alignment [20–24] and three-dimensional align-
ment using two linearly polarized laser pulses [25, 26]
have been reported.
Another source of rotational wave packet dephasing
is centrifugal distortion, which becomes relevant when
rotational states with high angular momentum, needed to
get high degrees of alignment, are populated. This effect
is not limited to asymmetric-top molecules and affects
linear and symmetric-top molecules as well [27].
In this work, we extend the idea of multiple-pulse align-
ment to rigid, asymmetric-top molecules, omitting the
effect of additional dephasing through centrifugal distor-
tion. Specifically, we theoretically investigate the feasibil-
ity of enhancing one-dimensional alignment. We consider
two different pulse trains, each consisting of four identical
laser pulses. The pulses are equally separated by the re-
vival period in the first pulse train. This strategy follows
Ref. [15]. In the second train, pulses are separated such
that the molecule experiences an additional kick when it
reaches the maximum alignment induced by the previ-
ous pulse, resulting in a monotonic increase in the degree
of alignment [28]. Furthermore, we point out the conse-
quences of approximating an asymmetric-top rotor as a
symmetric-top rotor. We then investigate 4-pulse trains
using elliptically polarized laser pulses and ask the ques-
tions whether one-dimensional alignment is enhanced in
comparison to the use of linearly polarized pulses and if
2it is possible to create field-free three-dimensional align-
ment.
We do not review our numerical propagation method,
which is described in Ref. [10]. In the following, we will
choose to subject the molecule SO2 to an electric laser
field,
~E(t) =
√
8π I(t)/c
[
ǫx ~ex cos(ωt) + ǫz ~ez sin(ωt)
]
,(1)
where c is the speed of light, I(t) is the cycle-averaged
laser intensity, and ǫx, ǫz are the minor and major field
components with ǫ2x ≤ ǫ
2
z and ǫ
2
x + ǫ
2
z = 1. We set
ǫx = 0 to describe linearly polarized light. The molecule
SO2 has the rotational constants A = 0.3442 cm
−1,
B = 0.2935 cm−1, C = 2.028 cm−1 [29–31] and polariz-
abilities αpolaa = 20.80 a
3
0, α
pol
bb = 18.66 a
3
0, α
pol
cc = 31.32 a
3
0
[32], where a0 denotes the Bohr radius. The nuclear spin
statistical weights of SO2 are 1 if |JτM〉 ∈ A,Ba and
0 if |JτM〉 ∈ Bc, Bb, where |JτM〉 denotes a rotational
eigenstate of an asymmetric-top rotor and Ba, Bb, Bc and
A are irreducible representations of D2 (isomorphic to
C2v) [33].
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Alignment dynamics of SO2 treated,
respectively, as a symmetric-top (dashed) and an asymmetric-
top rotor (solid), at rotational temperature T = 10 K. From
panel (a) to (d) the number of pulses successively increases
from one to four. The linearly polarized laser pulses, which
are indicated by vertical dashed lines, have a peak intensity
of 20 TW/cm2 and a pulse duration of 50 fs.
Figure 1 presents the alignment dynamics of SO2,
treated as a symmetric-top and an asymmetric-top ro-
tor, respectively, for a sequence of up to four linearly po-
larized, consecutive Gaussian-shaped laser pulses spaced
equally by τrot = 1/(A + B). The laser intensity is
20 TW/cm2 and the pulse duration (FWHM) is 50 fs.
The chosen rotational temperature of 10 K is a realistic
estimate that has been experimentally achieved for SO2
[25]. The symmetric-top rotor is approximated by sym-
metrization of the a and b axes, i.e., A,B → (A + B)/2
and αpolaa , α
pol
bb → (α
pol
aa + α
pol
bb )/2.
In the symmetric-top model, the molecules show the
expected revival dynamics in Fig. 1. By increasing the
number of laser pulses (Fig. 1(a)-(d)), the maximum
alignment increases monotonically from
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
= 0.52
(one pulse) to
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
= 0.68 (four pulses). When SO2
is treated exactly as an asymmetric-top rotor, no regu-
larly repeating alignment motion can be identified. The
dephasing, due to the incommensurable spacing between
the rotational energy levels, increases with time and is
the reason why the maximum alignment achieved after
the fourth laser pulse is weaker than the alignment cre-
ated directly after the third laser pulse (cf. Fig. 1d).
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Alignment dynamics of SO2 for lin-
early polarized (dashed) and elliptically polarized (solid) laser
pulses with ǫ2
z
= 0.5462. The peak intensity associated with
the z direction (20 TW/cm2) is kept the same in both cases,
as is the pulse duration of 50 fs. SO2 is treated in both cases
as an asymmetric-top rotor.
Another question we want to address is whether mul-
tiple elliptically polarized laser pulses can be used to cre-
ate three-dimensional alignment in the same manner as
linearly polarized laser pulses can be used to achieve one-
dimensional alignment. Figure 2 shows a direct compar-
ison of the alignment of SO2 (treated as an asymmetric-
top rotor) for four linearly (ǫx = 0) and four elliptically
polarized laser pulses (ǫ2z = 0.5462). The specific value of
ǫ2z for elliptically polarized light is chosen such that op-
timal three-dimensional alignment is obtained [34]. The
laser intensity associated with the z direction is the same
for both types of polarized laser pulses. The total inten-
sity of the elliptically polarized laser pulses is adjusted
accordingly.
3The additional electric field in the perpendicular x di-
rection decreases the
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
alignment (cf. Fig. 2(a))
and simultaneously increases the alignment of the body-
fixed c axis in the x direction (
〈
cos2 θxc
〉
). However, el-
liptically polarized laser pulses improve the alignment of
the molecules in the elliptical polarization plane of the
laser pulses (zx plane), which is given by
〈
cos2 θyb
〉
(see
Fig. 2(b)). The alignment dynamics of
〈
cos2 θxa
〉
are
counterintuitive and show an antialignment effect rather
than an alignment effect (cf. Fig. 2(c)). By analyzing
all
〈
cos2 θlm
〉
, we find that each molecular axis is aligned
or antialigned simultaneously in the x and z directions.
From the relation,
∑
m′
〈
cos2 θlm′
〉
=
∑
l′
〈
cos2 θl′m
〉
=
1 ∀ l,m, it follows that the alignment in the y direc-
tion is reversed from the alignment in the x and z di-
rections. Since the molecular alignments
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
and〈
cos2 θxc
〉
are strongly pronounced, the molecular a and
b axes are antialigned in these two space-fixed directions
and, hence, aligned in the y direction (
〈
cos2 θya
〉
and〈
cos2 θyb
〉
). Only in the adiabatic limit would we see
strong alignment in
〈
cos2 θxa
〉
,
〈
cos2 θyb
〉
and
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Alignment dynamics of SO2 treated,
respectively, as a symmetric-top (dashed) and an asymmetric-
top rotor (solid). The four laser pulses are linearly polarized
with a peak intensity of 20 TW/cm2. The shaded areas in-
dicate the FWHM-width of 50 fs pulses centered around the
vertical, dashed lines.
Improving the degree of alignment of symmetric-top
molecules by applying consecutive laser pulses at max-
imum alignment can be done either at the first align-
ment peak directly after the previous pulse or at later
times at alignment revivals. In the case of asymmetric-
top molecules, the accessibility of revivals is limited to
the very first revivals (cf. Fig. 1) and the maximum
achievable degree of alignment is reduced in comparison
to the linear and symmetric-top rotor models. However,
the dynamics immediately following the first laser pulse
are almost identical for both rotor models, since the de-
phasing effects are still small. It is in this time frame,
where the very first alignment peak occurs. Therefore,
applying subsequent laser pulses close to the very first
laser pulse promises better alignment. In that way the
alignment is increasing monotonically till it has reached
its maximum degree of alignment. In Fig. 3 such a pulse
sequence is presented. The alignment profiles for both
rotor models are almost identical with a maximum align-
ment comparable with the revival kicking technique for
symmetric-top rotors shown in Fig. 1(d). The align-
ment response, which is the time after a pulse until max-
imum alignment is reached, decreases with the number
of pulses—and so does the spacing between neighboring
laser pulses [28]. This limits the maximum number of
laser pulses that may be employed to accomplish field-
free alignment. However, the maximum degree of align-
ment for both rotor models differs by less than 1% in Fig.
3.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Alignment dynamics of SO2 treated,
respectively, as a symmetric-top (dashed) and an asymmetric-
top rotor (solid). The four laser pulses are elliptically po-
larized with ǫ2
z
= 0.5462, a peak intensity of 36.6 TW/cm2
(Iz = 20 TW/cm
2), and a pulse duration of 50 fs.
By exploiting the same method for elliptically polar-
ized laser pulses, we find that the alignment dynamics for
the symmetric-top and asymmetric-top rotor models are
identical in terms of
〈
cos2 θzc
〉
(cf. Fig. 4(a)), as in the
linearly polarized case (cf. Fig. 3). The alignment of the
asymmetric-top rotor model in the polarization plane,
which is characterized by
〈
cos2 θyb
〉
, is enhanced com-
pared to the symmetric-top rotor model (cf. Fig. 4(b)).
During all four laser pulses the alignment
〈
cos2 θxa
〉
stays
almost isotropic and increases only slightly. However,〈
cos2 θxa
〉
does not show any antialignment within the
first few picoseconds (see Fig. 4(c)) as Fig. 2(c) shows for
the revival-kicking pulse sequence. The lack of
〈
cos2 θxa
〉
alignment is not a problem of intensity; it is the result of
the rich rotational dynamics of the asymmetric-top ro-
tor SO2. Only in the limit of adiabatic alignment does
4this motion cease and all three molecular axes become
well-aligned.
In conclusion, we studied multiple-pulse alignment
of asymmetric-top molecules, using SO2 as an exam-
ple. We showed that approximating an asymmetric-
top molecule as a symmetric-top rotor has significant
consequences for the alignment dynamics; specifically,
alignment revivals do not occur for asymmetric-top
molecules. The dephasing of the rotational wave packet
for asymmetric-top molecules limits the effectiveness of
aligning the molecules by multiple pulses applied at align-
ment revivals. Enhanced alignment for asymmetric-top
molecules can be better accomplished by a fast train
of pulses. Here the time delays between consecutive
pulses are small compared to the rotational time scale
such that dephasing effects are minimized. Therefore,
for this method the maximum degree of alignment is not
affected by the more complex rotational dynamics of an
asymmetric-top molecule. However, when elliptically po-
larized pulses are used, none of these approaches attains
significant three-dimensional alignment or improves the
one-dimensional alignment further. We conclude that a
train of elliptically polarized laser pulses is not suitable
for achieving field-free three-dimensional alignment.
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